Candidate Statement

When I peep through the windows of my glorious past, I can vividly and clearly see that “The best way to predict the future is to create it”. The knowledge of the history says that the leaders are the one’s who predict the future through a vision of seeing what’s written on the other side of the fall and then create the future through their qualities of honesty, integrity, forward-looking, inspiration and competence. Being a person who has not only lead the academic societies like the science and arts clubs but has also lead in the co-curricular events like debating society and extra-curricular like tennis, cricket, hockey, basketball and marathons, I strongly believe that I have a skill to do, the will to achieve, the leadership to inspire and the wisdom to know the difference. I further believe that through my vision and mission, I can turn HESA from being a student society to a platform that has desks like knowledge bank where people can share purely their academic experiences, a social bank where they can bring their unique blend of personal skills and experiences from their respective societies that contribute meaningfully to helping the HESA achieve its social objectives, a policy bank where several different thoughts from not only the alumni but also the current and future students can be received, viewed, evaluated and then synchronized to be presented to the school in the form of food for thought and a reunion bank where alumni could get together at least once a year with current and future students to share their field experiences, their contacts and proposals.

Finally, I am convinced that HESA is shining city on a hill where I want to share my part in its splendor and glory where my team and me can help the people who need it, where
we can answer the questions that are still to be addressed, where there’s a glitter of hope
and where cooperation, mission and vision sync not for relative few but for all.